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Abstract 
 

In this paper, an efficient approach for the classification of brain disorder 

named epileptic seizure identified using different techniques is proposed. 

Recently, Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) system is developed to 

diagnose various abnormalities in the medical field at the earliest with better 

accuracy. A CAD system for epileptic seizure diagnosis is developed using 

Electroencephalogram (EEG) signals based on Dual Tree M Band Wavelet 

Transform (DTMBWT) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. 

Another method of detection of EEG signals are extracted using EWT and 

then features from the different modes are extracted. Then, classification is 

done by a typical machine learning technique, Support Vector Machine 

(SVM). Based on the information, epileptic seizure can also be easily 

identified using, Translation Invariant Wavelet Transform (TIWT) based 

EEG signal classification is presented. DTMBWT provides more selective in 

the frequency domain than their dyadic wavelet transform. From the 

experimental results, it is observed that the proposed system is feasible for 

EEG signal classification as it provides high degree of sensitivity for 

environmental consciousness.  
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1   Introduction 

 
Human brain activities are monitored and analyzed by using EEG 

signals. It can be used in medical field to diagnose brain disorders and 

diseases. Among the various brain disorders, epileptic seizure is the most 

common disorder in the world which can be effectively identified by 

various signal processing approaches.  

An approach based on Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) for EEG 

signal classification is discussed in [1]. Signal classification consists of 

three steps; segmentation of EEG signals into five bands, feature selection 

and classification by five different techniques such as radial basis function 

network, Support Vector Machine (SVM), logistic model trees, Multi-Layer 

Perceptron (MLP), and random forest classifier schemes. TIWT-SVM based 

classification procedure is presented for EEG signals into NS or ES. The 

IMFs are signal satisfying the following conditions, (i) The number of 

extrema and the number of zero crossings must be either be equal or differ 

at most by one, (ii) at any point, the mean value of envelop defined by local 

maxima and the envelop defined by the local minima is zero. 

In this paper, DTMBWT is analyzed for the classification of EEG 

signals may be either normal or abnormal (epileptic seizure). The wavelet 

energy features using DTMBWT leads the classification of EEG signals 

using SVM classifier is the salient features of the proposed approach. 

Multiclass SVM is used for the epileptic and epilepsy seizure detection 

using EEG signals. It uses 3-level Discrete Wavelet Transform for feature 

extraction with an optimization technique called modified sequential 

minimal optimization. Finally, one verses one multiclass SVM is used. An 

approach for signal modeling and classification of seizure EEG signals is 

discussed in [2]. 

 

2   Materials and Methods 
 

In this section, the methods and materials considered for the 

classification of EEG signals using DTMBWT and SVM classifier EWT-

SVM, and  TIWT-SVM system results are discussed and compared for the 

analysis of EEG. By using any one combinational feature extraction 

technique the signals are analysed. The overall system for the classification 

of EEG signals consists of two processes; feature or information extraction 

and classification. Features which are discriminate are extracted in the 

former process and in the later process they are classifier into either normal  
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or abnormal. Figure 1 depicts the Proposed EEG classification system using 

different wavelet technique 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure.1 Proposed EEG classification system using different wavelet technique 

 

Fuzzy clustering approach is used for EEG classification in [3]. The 

features such as frequency and amplitude of Hilbert transform applied on 

IMF from the EMD is given as an input to the fuzzy clustering approach for 

the classification. DWT based EEG classification is discussed in [4-6]. It 

consists of three stages; feature extraction, feature reduction and then 

classification. After decomposition, scatter matrices and quadratic 

classifiers are used for feature reduction and classification stages 

respectively. 

 
 

2.1  Feature or Information Extraction Process 
 

Feature extraction is the first process in any typical classification 

system. Initially a set of or a numerical quantity is extracted from the given 

input data which is to be discriminative in nature. Also, the efficiency of the 

classification process is influenced by the extracted features. Kingsbury was 

proposed DTMBWT and then improved by Selesnick. 
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It has the advantage of improved direction selectivity than wavelet 

which is required to improve the discriminating power of extracted features. 

Hence, in this study, DTMBWT is used for the classification of EEG signal 

as normal/abnormal. In another method, the shortage of training data and 

data description discrepancy are tackled by semi supervised and transfer 

learning approaches respectively. Then, the fuzzy system is used as a 

classifier. EEG classification by Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients is 

discussed in [7-9]. From the detected QRS complex wave, the 

abovementioned frequency components are extracted and then trained by 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN). 

Local Mean Decomposition (LMD) based automatic seizure detection 

of EEG Signals is discussed in [10-11]. From the LMD decomposed signals, 

non-linear and temporal statistical Features are extracted. Then, the 

classification task uses K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) and different format of 

SVM classifier.The detection of brain disorder (epileptic seizure) from EEG 

signals generally requires raw signals obtained from the brain to extract 

features and then classification stage. Figure 2 shows a computer vision 

system for disease diagnosis and its various components. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2 Components of Computer vision system 

 

First, the required input signals or images are acquired by using medical 

instruments.  In the pre-processing stage, the acquired signal is de-noised 

and or enhanced if required. The next stages are feature extraction and 

classification. The following sub-sections focus the extraction of EEG 

signal features using EWT and then classification by SVM classifier.   
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Empirical Wavelet Transform is used for Distinguishing EEG signals to 

identify epileptic seizure, which can be achieved by extracting features that 

are differentially expressed between normal and epileptic seizure. Adaptive 

wavelet named EWT is designed by Gilles [12-14]. In contrast to wavelets, 

the basis of adaptive wavelets depends on the contents of the given signal.    

 

2.2 Classification Process 

 

This is the final process in any classification system. It classifies the 

given unknown data into any class based on the information available in the 

training database. This is the final process in any classification system. It 

classifies the given unknown data into any class based on the information 

available in the training database. The classification of EEG signal into 

either normal or abnormal is an important problem to diagnose brain 

disorders. The classification and detection system will produce an objective 

and good facilitating treatment, which will improve the epilepsy and 

monitoring of patients activity. 

SVM classifier which works on many types of data is used. In SVM, the 

two-class problem is treated as a quadratic problem, and the constructed 

hyperplane separates the feature set generated into class 1 (normal) or class 

2 (epileptic seizure). After the design of classifiers only 150 EEG data 

segments are used to test and validate the accuracy. The output performance 

is determined by the calculation of specificity, sensitivity and accuracy. The 

efficacy of EWT-SVM based EEG classification system mainly depends on 

the discriminative nature of the features/attributes used for the 

representation of normal and abnormal signals. In this study, adaptive 

wavelets are used for the representation of EEG. Figure 3 shows the sample 

EEG signals from the database; Normal (Top Row) and Seizure (Bottom 

Row) and its representation using EWT are shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Sample EEG Signals; Normal (Top Row) and Seizure (Bottom Row). 
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Figure 4 EWT components obtained for EEG epileptic seizure signal shown in the 

Figure 3 

 

 

Feature extraction process reduces the dimensionality and detains the 

uniqueness of Input pattern. Also, the extracted features preserve the class 

separability very effectively. All EWT components from the EWT 

decomposition are considered for the Extraction. The mean of the 

magnitude of the EWT components is computed and used as its energy. 

Before classification, SVM classifier is trained by the use of features 

extracted from the training signals. Thus, the EWT energy features are  
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extracted from the EEG signals which are used for training the SVM 

classifier. Finally, the trained SVM classifier is used to test the EEG signal 

with the help of features extracted from the EWT components of the 

unknown EEG signals. On successful classification, SVM predicts the given 

EEG signal into normal/seizure.     

The signals are represented by TIWT to extract information. TIWT 

representation of EEG signal produces Low Frequency Band (LFB) and 

High Frequency Band (HFB). From LFB and HFB features are extracted 

and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier evaluates them into either 

Normal Signal (NS) or Epileptic Signal (ES). The representation of EEG 

signals by TIWT provides a LFB and number of HFBs that depends on the 

level of decomposition used for the representation. The feature space of 

TIWT representation is very high. To limit the feature space size, energies 

of LFB and HFB are extracted.  After LFB and HFB features, the final stage 

is classification by SVM. It separates or classifies the given features based 

on a hyperplane. 
 

 

3  Results and Discussion 
 

The potential of the DTMBWT energy features to discriminate normal 

and abnormal EEG signals are applied on the 4097 samples of each EEG 

signals at different resolution levels. The obtained features are then 

classified using SVM classifier. The Classification system is studied using 

overall accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and Receiver Operating 

Characteristics (ROC). The most common approach for validating any 

classification system is k-fold cross validation and commonly used k value 

is 10.Table 1 shows the performance of DTMBWT on EEG signals using 

energy features of primal tree coefficients, dual tree coefficients and also 

fusion approach. 

 
Table 1 Performance of DTMBWT on EEG signals (Classification Accuracy) 

 

DTMBWT 
level 

CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY (%) 

Energy of Primal 
Tree Coeffecients 

Energy of Dual 
Tree Coeffecients 

Fusion Approach 

1 99 98.5 99 

2 99 9 99.5 

3 99 99.5 99.5 

4 99.5 99.5 99.5 

5 99.5 99.5 100 
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The performance of EWT-SVM system for EEG classification is 

analyzed using Normal and epileptic seizures of 100 signal each. These 

signals are freely available in [15] and given by Andrzejak et al [8]. The 

length of each signal is 23.6 seconds and 4097 samples are available as they 

are digitized at 173.61 Hz for the analysis. The performance of EWT-SVM 

system is made using confusion matrix. From the confusion matrix, 

sensitivity and specificity are computed. Also, the Receiver Operating 

Characteristics (ROC) curves are drawn which gives the diagnostic ability 

of the system. Table 1 illustrates the components of a confusion matrix; 

class A (abnormal EEG) and class 2 (normal EEG). It is constructed using 

the actual class with the test outcome. 

Sensitivity (Sn) guarantees the ability of the classifier while testing it. It 

considers only the positive cases Specificity (Sp) deals with only negative 

cases. Another important performance analysis used is ROC. In a testing 

scenario, the aforementioned measures are computed. Also, the Validation 

of SVM classifier is done using k-fold (k=10) approach. The performance of 

EWT-SVM system is analyzed by varying the boundary detection approach 

in EWT. The following five boundary detection approaches; LocMax, 

LocMaxMin, adaptive, adaptivereg, and scale space are used to extract the 

EWT components. TIWT-SVM system performance is analyzed by the 

energy features of LFB and HFB individually. Table 2 shows the 

performance of TIWT-SVM system performance in terms of accuracy. 

Figure 5 and 6 shows the obtained sensitivity and specificity measures 

respectively. 

 

 
Table 2 Performance of TIWT-SVM on NS and SS signals (Classification 

Accuracy) 

 

TIWT 
level 

Classification Accuracy (%) 

`LFB features HFB features LFB+HFB features 

NS SS NS SS NS SS 

1 76 78 79 80 81 83 

2 82 83 85 86 86 87 

3 94 95 96 96 97 98 

4 90 92 92 93 93 95 

5 86 87 88 89 89 91 
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Figure 5 Average classification accuracy of TIWT-SVM system 

 

 

 

 

 
                (a) CM by Scale-space method                                             (b) ROC Curves 

 

Figure 6 Performance of EWT components for epileptic seizure classification 

 

 

It is observed that the performance of TIWT-SVM system provides 

better result while using LFB+HFB features irrespective of levels of TIWT. 
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4 Conclusion 

 

In this paper, an efficient computerized system for EEG classification 

system for epileptic seizure is discussed. It uses DTMBWT as feature 

extraction technique and SVM as a machine learning approach for the 

classification. Experimental results show the ability of the proposed 

approach to classify the EEG signal as normal/seizure with 100% 

sensitivity. 

The maximum Sn and Sp of EWT-SVM system is 100% which is 

obtained by the boundaries detected by scale-space approach. Similarly, Sn 

of 88% and Sp of 84% which is the lowest performance by EWT-SVM 

system for signal classification while using LocMax method for detecting 

the boundaries.  

From the TIWT representation with the help of energy features, SVM 

classifier classifies the EEG signals as either NS or SS. Results show that 

LFB+HFB features provide a maximum 97.5% average classification 

accuracy for signal classification. 
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